
7 methods to boost up the 
online sales for eshop 



My bio 

●15 years of experience of SEO and WordPress. 

●Built over 350 WordPress sites for clients. 

●Co-organizer of Hong Kong WordPress Meetup. 

●Participate at WordCamp SG and KL. 



Anyone is 
running 
eCommerce 
business? 



What 
problems 
do you 
encounter? 



3 main areas to 
focus on 



1/ More customers 
2/ Higher AOV 
3/ Frequent purchase 



1. More customers 



but first...measure 

●analytics 

●surveys 

●usability studies 



google analytics 



google analytics 



heatmap 



Optimize 
UX in your 
site 

https://www.crazyegg.com/


getting new 
customers 

●seo 
●sem 
● re-targeting ads 
●direct 
● referral 
●affiliates 
● refer a friend 
●social media 
●offline PR 



3 type of traffic 
1. Free traffic 

2. Paid traffic 

3. Own traffic 



1/Free traffic 



seo tips 

● title 

●meta 

●keyword 

●sitemap 

● friendly url 

●search engine 

submission 



search engine 
sitemap 



social 
media 
● facebook like & share 

● fan page/content 

distribute 

● youtube channel 



SEO measurement 



blogger PR 



where do 
visitors 
land? 



engaging 
customers 
● news/blog/facebo

ok feed 

● promotion/group 

buy 

● content & photo 

● landing page 

● ease of use 

navigation 



2/Paid traffic 



Traffic is important but 
most crucial is 
Conversion 

You have to get people to visit the site or 

page you're directing them to. You may 

get tons of traffic but it does not mean 

you’re doing well. Unless you can 

capture some lead and convert them into 

your customers eventually. 

 



Traffic is important 
but most crucial is 
Conversion 

Conversion means persuading the reader to 

do the thing you want them to do, whether 

that's to buy a product from your online 

store, download your case study in 

exchange for his email address or to call 

you to set up a consultation. 

Your end goal isn't traffic. It's sales! 

Without sales, you'll be out of business, 

regardless of how much traffic you have. 

So define your goal of the landing page. 

 





What is the 
average 
conversion rate 
for a ECOMMERCE 
WEBSITE? 



0.1 - 1% 
Surprisingly, studies show that the 

average conversion rate for a website is 

between 0.1% and 0.5%, which means 

it’s only converting a teeny tiny portion 

of site traffic. With such a poor outcome, 

why do businesses still rely on the 

homepage to do the heavy lifting? 



Maths questions 

· If you have 10,000 traffic to your website, what is the converted 
traffic for website 1% 



Maths questions 

If a successful order will earn you $500, 

which mean you need 100 traffic to convert one 

customer. 



Maths questions 

Are you making money if each traffic cost $10? 



Maths questions 

NO, because it will cost you $1,000 to get 100 traffic. 

Conversion rate is 1% so you need to spend $1,000 to 

get $500 



Maths questions 

Are you making money if each traffic cost $2? 



Maths questions 

NO, because it will cost you $200 to get 100 traffic. 

Conversion rate is 1% so you need to spend $200 to 

get $500 



Maths questions 

So now you know how to justify the advertising dollar 

for traffic. 

If $2 can bring in one traffic, which mean you use $200 

to earn $500. How much is your ads budget? 



Maths questions 

If a customer really use $10 to bring in a traffic, which 

mean they spend $1,000 to get $500 income. 

Do you know WHY? 



Consider LTV 
 
A customer could buy 4 
times in a year which end 
up $1,000 to get them to 
buy the first time of $500 
is making sense. 



3/Own 
traffic 
●eDM 



2. Higher AOV 











cross selling 





Why do we up sell 
/ cross sell / 
bundle product to 
customers? 







responsive design 



facebook login 



pop up after x 
second 



Solve customer 
problem during 

purchase 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/facebook-messenger-customer-chat/


delivery options 
● free shipping over $xxx 

purchase 

● next day delivery 

● select date/time delivery 



schedule delivery 



review & 
rating 
(on/off site) 



Show customer 
review 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/customer-reviews-woocommerce/


make it simple 
to purchase 

● basket 

● security 

● delivery cost 

● big buttons 

(especially for 

mobile) 



packaging 



making it simple to 
purchase 

● more payment options 

● no distractions (same header/look & feel) 

● language & tone 

● registration or guest checkout 

● analytics 





Last step to increase 
average order value 

https://codecanyon.net/item/woocommerce-dynamic-cart-notices/9648724


4 in 1 
marketing 
plugins 

● Get more subscribers and deliver 

coupon 

● Create urgency for purchase 

● Show how many people are looking 

at the product right now 

● Create curiosity and awareness 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/beeketing-for-woocommerce/


Demo 

https://www.everblock.hk/


3. Frequent 
purchase 



Flash sales 



abandoned cart 
reminder 

70% people add to cart 

but quit the site without 

checkout. 



Re-capture 
customers order 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/woocommerce-abandoned-cart/


survey 
after order 
simple multiple 

choice 



getting 
them to 
come back 



re-targeting ads 



To sum up, focus 
on 3 main areas 

1. More customers 

2. Higher AOV 

3. Frequent purchase 



Positioning 
●USP (unique selling point) 

●Differentiation 

●Single brand / multiple brand 



Branding 











Thank you & Q&A 

Connect with me at 

ivan@hdcourse.com and 

www.fb.com/ivansopage  

mailto:ivan@hdcourse.com
http://www.fb.com/ivansopage

